
Assembly Instructions For The Appalachian Arbor 

Tools Needed: Parts List: Hardware: 
7 /16 .. Wrench or Socket 
Power Screwdriver 
Hammer 

Arbor Side Panels (2) 
Arbor Top Assembly (1) 

1/4 .. x 4-3/4" Bolts (8) 
1/4 .. x 2" Lag Screws (8) 
Hurricane Stakes (4) 
Allen Wrench (1) 

Step 1 

Step2 

Step3 

Step4 

Move all parts to the desired location. Lay the side panels down lengthwise with the 
front or back faceboards resting on the ground. (To prevent them from getting dirty 
lay the packing foam or some cardboard down first). Once assembled the arbor is 
reversible & can be turned as desired. 

Take the top assembly & place at the top of the side panels. The side panel face boards 
are angled at the top & have the angled braces attached. Match the numbers on the 
top of the side panels with the corresponding numbers on the top assembly to ensure 
you are assembling correctly. The arbor will only fit together correctly one way. 
Align the two predrilled holes in each comer of the top assembly with the threaded 
inserts in the top of the posts & the braces. Insert the eight 4-3/4" bolts & tighten with 
the Allen wrench. (Do not folly tighten any bolts until all bolts are in place & 
partially threaded into the inserts). 

Now set the assembled arbor up & in place. (You will need some help for this). Find 
the two predrilled holes in the bottom of each post on the inside of the arbor. Pound 
the hurricane stakes into the ground until the holes in the stakes align with the 
predrilled holes in the posts. Fasten with two 2" lag screws at each post. Tum in with 
the wrench or socket to secure the arbor to the stakes. 

ff you ordered the Timberland Swing with your arbor hook the rings at the ends of the 
ropes onto the hooks inside the arbor top assembly. Both ropes on one side hook onto 
the same hook. Adjust the ropes as needed. {.,"heck the swing assembly instructions for 
instructions on adjusting the ropes. 


